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 There are also numerous other dream interpretation manuals that have been written by authors such as Jacobson, Bartlett, and
Kitab al-Abd. The Wide View In the Wide View, dreams are not always seen as meaningful, as they are in the Harsh View. It is

also understood that dreams are often very ambiguous and may not be clear in meaning at all times. The Wide View is
concerned with the psychology of dreaming, rather than with interpreting dreams. The Wide View does not attribute particular
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meaning to dreams, but does consider the topic to be important. In wide view, dreams are not always considered as meaningful
by researchers. With the theory of wide view, dreams are seen as a personal reflection of the dreamer. The dream can also be a

pathway to the subconscious and give information about what the dreamer is unaware of. The Wide View is similar to
psychoanalytic theories. It explains dreams as being the products of unconscious mental processes and the dreams as being

representations of other parts of the dreamer's personality. Criticism The criticism of the Wide View is the interpretation of
dreams as a preoccupation with the psychoanalytic process. The Wide View is viewed as being too subjective and can be seen as

being an explanation based on theory rather than on observed data. Many of the arguments are based on dreams that are not
interpreted using the Wide View, but with the Harsh View. Theory The Harsh View and Wide View both stress the importance

of dreams. The Wide View stresses the subjectivity of dreams, whereas the Harsh View takes a more objective approach.
The Wide View is more subjective in approach as it emphasizes the importance of interpreting dreams. The Wide View has a
far more subjective approach than the Harsh View, which is more objective in approach. The Wide View is viewed as more

psychoanalytic in approach than the Harsh View. See also Dream interpretation References Further reading
Category:Psychological theory Category:Dream Category:InterpretationQ: Weblogic server started but deployed EJB not

available I am new to Java EE and now we are working on a project which consists of a web application running on a JBoss
Application Server and an EJB. When I deployed the web application, the EJB was also deployed automatically. 82157476af
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